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kind of sexiness." Makeup, for example, was minimal.
"There's not a miniskirt in sight," he added. "Long sleeves

for the most part. But, at the same time, when you walk
things unwrap, fringe flies." The collection was heavy on
comfy sweaters, camel coats, and colorful furs. But there was
also a decent dose of evening glam: A number of items were
embedded with crystals, providing their own light source as
they traveled down the runway. Celebrity models included
Bella Hadid, in a slate-leopard wrap dress, and Kendall
Jenner, closing the show in a decidedly glamorous strapless,
black fringed dress with black sequin embroidery. Valletta
wore a black crepe dress with black and silver embroidery. A
20-piece orchestra was directed by fashion show sound vet-
eran Michel Gaubert. "In my head I guess I'm a bit of a
Broadway impresario," Kors said. "I always say that I'd love to
produce a Broadway show and I would. I think in so much of
today's world, people don't experience the idea of anything
live anymore."

Ralph Lauren's oasis getaway
Lauren transformed his Madison Avenue flagship store into

an oasis of orchid-adorned walls and treated guests to their
scent and the piped-in tweets of birds for a serene show of
burnished gold and desert tones that had his models wending
their way down a grand staircase through two floors, the
crowd tucked away on cozy white couches and chairs. The
designer said in a statement that he was inspired by a

"nomadic spirit, an exotic sophistication" contrasting classic
shapes with rustic textures. Lauren included gowns and wide-
leg trousers of shimmering gold and statement necklaces to
match. Other looks included lame gowns that shimmered in
metallic prints meant to recall tapestry. He paired some classic
silhouettes with python, including towering shoes, and with
leopard-printed hair calf. Last September, Lauren offered his
collection for immediate purchase and will do so again this
time around come Thursday on Madison Avenue, floral walls
in place, complete with faux butterflies with wings that move.

The Michael Kors collection is modeled during Fashion Week in New York Wednesday. _AP

The Ralph Lauren collection is modeled during Fashion Week.


